Chapter 10

“Doin’ Bidness:”
Finances and Fund-Raising

I will set aside a tithe for you.
—Genesis 28:22

Four out of five Temple presidents would probably say
their chief problem was money—dollars and cents.
Fund-raising preoccupied their terms, preventing completion of other goals. During lean years, money
scraped together from dues and donations helped pay
the mortgage, the utilities, and the rabbi’s salary. In flush
times, money was spent for deferred maintenance and
remodeling, with the vision exceeding the bottom line.
Worshipers like to believe that God takes care
of the congregation, but prayer does not pay the bills.
The Temple board of directors wrestles
with the budget, enabling the rabbi, the
teachers, and congregational committees to follow the institution’s higher
calling. To meet expenses, synagogues
across North America generally assess
membership
dues.
Synagogues
do not pass
Sam Levy
the plate, as
1902, 1907–1912

churches routinely do. The
advantage is
Henry
that money is
Gernsbacher
not discussed
1903, 1905
or handled on
the Sabbath.
The disadvantage is that the board periDavid Brown
odically turns into a collection agency.
1904
During Beth-El’s early decades,
crisis management prevailed. Toward
the end of each fiscal year, officers reached into their
own pockets to reduce the deficit. At many Temple
board meetings, the sole item on the agenda was “ways
and means to increase the revenue.” The last bills paid

were to Jewish-owned businesses, among them Gernsbacher
Cafe Supply, Shotts Electric Co. (operated by the Landmans), and Monitor
Publishing, which printed letterhead
stationery and the weekly Jewish newspaper.
Congregants paid monthly
dues, with the
board informally evaluating
each member’s
net worth to set
the assessments.
Minutes books
from 1915 to
1931 concentrate on collecSAM DAVIDSON
tions. The
1917–1920

Max K. Mayer
1922–1925

Harry Lederman

president assigned trustees to visit delinquent
congregants and persuade them to ante up
or lose their membership. Often, they negotiated a compromise.
When costs
climbed
and revenue
U. M. Simon 1913–
plummeted
in 1917, the
1914, 1921
board hiked the dues.
Mary Potishman Lard’s
monthly dues were
raised from $3 to $5, coin dealer
B. Max Mehl’s from $2.25 to $3,
and land developer Sam Rosen’s
Oscar Seligman
1906

Dan Levy
1926–1928

Theodore Mack	
1929–1930

from $5 to $10.
Milton Eppstein, a
lawyer and liquor
wholesaler, paid $10
monthly. Sam Levy,
Beth-El’s founding
president, contributed
$35 a month.
Unaffiliated
Jews seeking to
join the congregation wrote the
board stating how
much they planned
to pay. When oilman Sol Brachman SARAH Papurt AND ISADORE (I. E.) Horwitz were pictured in the
September 7, 1928, Jewish Monitor. Financially and spiritually, this couple lifted the
applied in March
congregation from the Great Depression.
1923, he offered
$5 per month, to
which the board agreed. The
ultimately rocked by scandal.
board was not as lenient with
Samuels, charged with misapplication of funds, fled the state.37
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Meredith R. Carb	
1931–1932

I. E. Horwitz
1932–1934, 1939–1940

B. B. Samuels, a bank
president who tried to join at $5
per month. The net worth of his
Texas State Bank was public
record, leading the board to
assess him $25 per month.
Samuels refused and began
attending services at Temple
Emanu-El in Dallas. That
prompted Beth-El’s leaders to
send a letter to the Dallas congregation alleging that their visitor was a freeloader. In anger,
Beth-El closed its account at
Texas State Bank—a prudent
move, because the bank was

Sol R. Gale
1935–1936, 1942

During the 1920s, with a
handsome new synagogue on
Broadway Avenue, Beth-El felt the
financial weight of $78,500 in second-mortgage bonds and building
loans. Interest payments ate one-third
of Beth-El’s $18,000 annual operatRaymond E. Cohn
ing budget. The janitor began collecting dues, visiting members in
1946–1947
their homes. His incentive
was a small commission.
The situation was so
dire that the board drastically
increased dues, then sat as a
Board of Equalization one
Sunday afternoon in 1921 to
hear appeals. Herman H.
Miller, a jeweler and pawnshop operator, appeared on
behalf of his business partners Henry W. Landman
1944–1945
Alex Wolf and Jake Klar, asking the board to reduce
each family’s $400

annual dues to $300. The appeal
was denied by a vote of six to
four.

Harry Teter
1948–1949

Herbert L. Tuchin
1950–1951

The Great Depression
In 1929, Beth-El had 125 families. If each family paid its dues,
the Temple’s revenue would total
$16,000, still $2,000 short of the

Sol Brachman

projected operating budget.
The Stock Market crash in
October 1929 blew a hole in
those projections.
“When you’d walk
down the street . . . you’d see
people that you knew had to
be hungry. It was a frightening
way of life,” Tobia Miller
Ellman recalled. “At the dinHenry Simon, Sr
ner table there was always a
discussion about . . . the
Temple and how it was going
to make ends meet.”38
Dues escalated. Those who refused to pay lost
their memberships. The board was inflexible. How else
could the congregation stay afloat? Temple founders
Oscar Seligman, Henry Gernsbacher, and Mose
Rosenthal requested lower dues, to no avail. They stayed
on, falling in arrears. Thirty-two families resigned from
the congregation, dropping membership below 100. As
the Depression deepened, the congregation faced not
only a growing deficit but also an empty sanctuary.

Declaring the fixed-dues policy callous and irrational, Isadore (I. E.) Horwitz resigned as board secretary
in 1931. The Temple leadership refused to accept his resignation and instead nominated him to serve as Beth-El’s
next president.
Outspoken, forceful, and single-minded, Horwitz
asked for and received a free hand. He transferred every
cent in the cemetery fund into the operating account and
started paying off loans and bills. He reduced insurance
coverage to lower annual premiums. He contacted members who had resigned and lured them back with
reduced dues and weekly Temple forums devoted to current events and book reviews. His wife, Sarah, immediate past president of the Sisterhood, organized cultural
programs.
No child was turned away from Religious
School, whether or not a parent could pay the annual
$2.25 registration fee. Unaffiliated Jews were encouraged
to attend High Holy Days services for $5 a seat. When
Rabbi Harry Merfeld was out of town, the Horwitzes
invited guest speakers, drawing more than the usual
Friday night crowd. The entire Jewish community was
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Ben E. Ellman
1956

Mickey Goldman
1957–1958

invited to a surprise testimonial
dinner honoring Henry
Gernsbacher, the 74-year-old
Temple patriarch who could no
longer afford his dues. Praised
by guest speakers such as
Congressman Fritz Lanham,
Gernsbacher was presented
with honorary Temple membership for life.

Ben M. Gilbert
1959–1960

Continued on page 81

Richard U. Simon
Philip Groginski
1937–1938

Gus Landman
1941–1942

1943

THE SISTERHOOD
STEINWAY suffered smoke damage during the 1946 fire and was
refurbished at this Houston Street
dealer’s shop. The piano, which survived the Depression, the fire, and
years of neglect, was refurbished in
2000.

Frank B. Appleman
1961–1962

E. M. Rosenthal

Harold D. Levy

1963–1964

1965–1966

David Echt
1967–1968

David Samson
1969–1970

Sam Rosen
1971–1972

Paul P. Schwartz

Theodore Mack	

Henry W. Simon, Jr.

1973–1974

1975–1977

1977–1979

“To Be or Not To Be” in the UAHC
Beth-El might have disintegrated long before its centennial
year if not for the Union of American Hebrew Congregations
(UAHC). The Fort Worth congregation, chartered in the
autumn of 1902, held services for three months and then
sputtered to a stop. Summoned by the women of Beth-El,
the UAHC dispatched a circuit-riding rabbi to Fort Worth in
the spring of 1904 to resuscitate the congregation. Beth-El
revived.
Beth-El officially joined the UAHC, referred to as
the “Union,” on March 22, 1907. Membership dues were
assessed at less than a dollar per family, and Beth-El sent an
annual check.
Within 10 years, the Fort Worth congregation had
forgotten its debt of gratitude. The Temple board balked at
the annual UAHC dues assessment. By 1916, when Sam
Davidson was president, the assessment totaled $46. The
defiant Temple board sent nothing except a letter asking
whether Beth-El could pay its dues semiannually. Apparently,
1916 was not the first year Beth-El had ignored its UAHC
invoice. The following January, when Herman (Harry)
Lederman was president, the Union billed the congregation
$180. That sum included $40 for the current year and $140
from years past. In response, “the board moved and seconded
that the Congregation send $40.00 to the Union . . . [with
the message] that they would pay the old $140 when they
got in the condition to do so.” In 1923, Temple President
Max K. Mayer was so vexed by the UAHC’s rising financial
demands that he threatened to “withdraw from the Union if
. . . necessary.”
That attitude, expressed in 1917 and again in
1923, set a pattern that continued into the mid-60s. Beth-El
periodically balked at paying UAHC dues, fell into arrears,
complained about the Union’s liberal political stands, then
negotiated its way to a financial settlement.

Beth-El’s behavior was not unique. During the
Depression, 95 congregations did not pay dues. Scores of
congregations dropped out of the Union, dissatisfied with
its lack of initiative and its seemingly insatiable demand for
money.39 Some likened the UAHC to a religious mail-order
business. As recently as 1975, Dallas’s Temple Emanu-El
dropped out of the Union for three years, citing budgetbreaking assessments as well as the UAHC’s growing religious orthodoxy and political liberalism.40 Beth-El’s rocky
history with the UAHC was not
uncommon.
Called the parent body of
Reform congregations, the UAHC
formed in 1873 when 34 Reform
Temples in 13 states agreed that a
nationwide organization was needed
to perpetuate Judaism in America.
Each congregation pledged to pay the
umbrella institution a portion of its
revenue. The UAHC’s goal was to pass
on a Jewish consciousness to the next
generation at a time when assimilation, through intermarriage and affluence, seemed unstoppable.
The Union’s key challenge
was to train rabbis capable of transmitting Judaism—in English—to
American-born Jews. To that end,
Hebrew Union College, the nation’s first rabbinical seminary,
opened in 1875. To finance the college, member congregations paid annual assessments above their Union dues.
A secondary function of the Union was to publish
prayer books and religious school textbooks that American
Jews could relate to. The traditional siddur, with its Hebrew
prayers, seemed a relic, incomprehensible to Americans who
barely knew the alef bet. The first Union Prayer Book,
which opened from left to right and featured facing pages of
Hebrew prayers and English translations, was published in

1892. High Holy Days editions followed in 1894. The Union
Haggadah, with an abbreviated Passover seder service, was
available in 1907. These books became Jewish best-sellers.
Compiling prayer books, writing textbooks, and
running a college are costly. The Union’s annual assessments
of member synagogues climbed to $3 per congregant during
the 1940s, then doubled to $6 per capita in 1953. A few
years later, the UAHC introduced a proportional system, asking 10% of each congregation’s dues.41 Beth-El, strapped
for funds, found an alternate way to
fulfill its Union dues requirement. The
Jewish Federation of Fort Worth,
which functions as a Jewish United
Way, paid $3,500 of Beth-El’s
$5,500 UAHC assessment.
That arrangement worked until
1963 when the UAHC branded it
“welfare.” A national bylaws change
stipulated that dues come directly
from member congregations. The
assessment formula by then encompassed 10% of each congregation’s
revenue, meaning dues plus cemetery
plots, building fund pledges, and
donations.
Beth-El ignored the policy
change. Subsequently, the amount
the congregation owed the UAHC
climbed so high and so quickly that in 1965, the UAHC
dropped Beth-El from its roster. Brotherhood President Ted
Hoffman reported that the chapter was “greatly impaired”
because of its exclusion from regional meetings and national
initiatives. The Religious School could not order textbooks or
film strips. Temple teens worried about exclusion from regional conclaves.
Beth-El’s president at the time was Harold Levy,
who was also president of the International Association of
Machinists Local 776 at General Dynamics. A longtime UAHC

antagonist as well as a skilled arbiter, Levy found himself
meeting with national leaders and humbly negotiating reinstatement. The deal he struck forgave past debts and immediately reinstated Beth-El to “good-standing” status. The congregation agreed to pay 5% of its dues assessment in 1965;
7% in 1966, and the full 10% in 1967. Levy could raise the
money by asking congregants to pay an extra 10% of their
annual congregational dues. Fund-raising began with the
board members, who agreed to set a high standard.
To bring the congregation around to his new way of
thinking, Levy mailed each family a remittance envelope
stamped “10% U.A.H.C. Dues” and requested everyone’s “fair
share.” In the November 1965 Beth-El Bulletin, Levy wrote
a column in which he uncharacteristically quoted
Shakespeare: “ ‘To be or not to be’ a UAHC member is the
question.’’
The 1965 episode was not the first or the last time
the congregation fell behind on its Union dues, however, it
was the only time Beth-El lost its affiliation. Relations were
on the mend. Former Temple President E. M. (Manny)
Rosenthal became a long-term UAHC vice chairman. When
the Union held its 1976 biennial in Dallas, Beth-El hosted
delegates to an evening with the Fort Worth Symphony. When
Rabbi Ralph Mecklenburger arrived in 1984, and the congregation was paying two rabbis’ salaries, Beth-El negotiated a
reduction in dues.
At the millennium, Union dues were assessed
through a complex formula totaling approximately 8% of the
congregation’s operating expenses. Attitudes toward the
Union had softened. More congregants attended the UAHC’s
biennial conventions, which brought Beth-El in touch with
the mainstream of the Reform movement. There was less
grumbling about the UAHC and wider acknowledgment of its
services. The Union that had saved Beth-El in 1904 remained
on standby to help in the future.
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Horwitz’s strategy to rejuvenate Beth-El and replenish the
treasury was to forgive congregants' debts and fill the synagogue with activity. “Every room
of the Temple, and not merely the
[sanctuary] should be used to the
maximum extent,” he declared.
“The Temple, as in days of old,
might be the center of community
Leonard
affairs.” He instructed custodian
Schweitzer
Enoch Jackson to open the build1979–1981
ing on
Sundays
and set
up card tables so that members could “assemble in a
social way.”
Congregants returning
to the synagogue noticed that
the building had fallen into
disrepair. Making the most of
President Roosevelt’s New
Sheldon Anisman
Deal programs, Beth-El took
out a $1,200 FHA loan for
building improvements. U. M.
Simon, an avid gardener, donated “foliage” to beautify
the grounds. Other volunteers painted windowsills and
window frames to “spruce up the place.”
When the Sisterhood learned that a $1,700
Steinway grand piano was on sale for $500, Horwitz
encouraged the acquisition. The piano turned into a
revenue producer, enticing outside groups to rent the
Temple for recitals. “I tip my bonnet to the Sisters, without whom we would have neither a piano or a Temple,”
Horwitz wrote, adding, “This is a splendid contribution, one that will last a lifetime.” The grand piano, still
with the congregation, had a market value of $28,000
at the millennium.
Horwitz often remarked that the dead helped
pay for the living. In September 1932, he spearheaded
the purchase of a $400 “memorial slab” at a cost of
$50 down and $30 per month. Within 30 days, the
bronze panel, which had light bulbs beside each new
name, garnered $425 in contributions. Members and
nonmembers eagerly ordered custom plates inscribed
with the names of loved ones. The Yahrzeit board survived the 1946 Temple fire. Seventeen more panels

were added over the next 70 years. When the memorial
board was moved to the third Temple, the bronze panels were refurbished at a cost of $27,000. Below the
panels hangs a smaller, seldom-noticed bronze plaque
that reads: “This Wall of Remembrance established as a
permanent memorial by . . . I. E. Horwitz and Sarah P.
Horwitz.”
Horwitz and his wife were not native Texans.
The couple had moved to Fort Worth from Ohio around
1920 with her sister Dorothy Papurt Rosenstein and
immersed themselves in Jewish communal affairs. An
oil industry executive, he headed Keystone Pipe &
Supply, a family-owned company. Sarah Horwitz, president of the local American Association of University
Women, organized literary clubs and musical recitals
within the Jewish community. Her sister became
Religious School superintendent, and both women
served as Sisterhood presidents. The Horwitz children
moved away, leaving no heirs in Fort Worth. Yet their
legacy is clear. Financially and spiritually, this family
lifted the congregation from the depths of the Great
Depression.
Financial Angels
World War II followed the
Depression, and financial
angels periodically rescued or
enhanced the congregation.
Despite the relative prosperity
of the post-war years, Beth-El
suffered financial shortfalls.
“That’s just the nature
of the beast,” reflected Mack
Cohn, whose father, Raymond,
was president in 1946. BethEl’s supI. L. (Buddy) Freed	
porters
rarely
focused
on the bottom line. “They would
take a goal and work backward,”
Cohn observed. “They would say,
for example, ‘We need phones.
Let’s find the money.’ They were
not acting as business people.
What they did for the Temple was
Harold S. Winston
charitable as well as an expression of civic pride.”
In 1946, sisters Lena Klar
and Sophie Miller paid off the $15,000 remaining on

the Temple mortgage. Mamie and Harry Friedman quietly underwrote the $8,500 marble wall behind the
bimah. Air conditioning was deemed unaffordable until
1953, when Temple President Sol Brachman challenged
several friends to help him finance a 40-ton compressor.
They did. That was the way things happened: One
Temple leader donated a sizable sum then encouraged
friends to measure up. “They
did it on the ‘easy payment’
plan,” Cohn remarked. His
father, in conjunction with
family friends Ivan Miller and
Arthur Ginsburg, often prodded one another into funding
some necessity or nicety for
John Broude
Beth-El. “They were ‘doin’
1991–1993
bidness,’” Cohn said, using a
Texas colloquialism.
The Nurenburg brothers, Will and Henry, were confidants of four rabbis—
George Fox, Harry Merfeld, Samuel Soskin, and Robert
Schur. After trips to East
Texas, they brought the
rabbis giant watermelons. They also wrote sizable checks. Unlike
other congregants, the
brothers had no set
dues. “You just sent
them a dues notice with
a blank invoice, and
they would send money
Hugh Lamensdorf	
back,” recalled Kenneth
1989–1991
Baum, who twice served
as treasurer. “They were
generous people.” (Henry Nurenburg and his wife, Ruth,
bequeathed Beth-El a percentage of their estate, a sum
that in 1994 enabled Temple President Bruce Weiner to
replace the leaky roof and antiquated air conditioning system.)
Until Rabbi Schur was hired in
December 1956, Beth-El’s rabbis
received cash payments for officiating at weddings, funerals, and
brit milot. Schur put a stop to
that. He insisted that the rabbi be
adequately compensated and
provide services to those in need,
not those who paid the most.

Louise K. Appleman

Donors who still wanted
to thank the rabbi with cash
contributed instead to a rabbi’s
discretionary fund. This gave
Schur the latitude privately to
help people and causes of his
choosing.
Rabbi Schur’s egalitarian
approach pleased the congregation and netted him friends and
Bruce Weiner,
financial angels throughout the
next three decades. For the rabbi’s 20th anniversary at Beth-El,
three congregants—E. M.
(Manny) Rosenthal, Martin Siegel, and Arthur
Ginsburg—chipped in $2,500 apiece to pay off the
mortgage on the Danciger Education wing dedicated in
1962. “We are now debt-free for the first time in many
years,” the Beth-El Bulletin declared. In 1975, attorney
Marcus Ginsburg (no relation to Arthur Ginsburg)
launched a “one-man campaign . . . . to improve the
dues base.” Paying visits to the congregation’s strongest
financial supporters, he persuaded two families to raise
their annual dues to the $1,500 level and another 12
members to climb to the $1,200 plateau. For the next
several years, dues covered operating expenses with
room to breathe. Benefactors Marcus Ginsburg, Arthur
Ginsburg, and Martin Siegel may not have served as
Temple presidents; however, each held executive board
positions, handled key committee assignments, and gave
ongoing leadership, counsel, and financial support. The
Siegel children and grandchildren continued that pattern.
For years, the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations urged synagogues to adopt the Fair Share
Dues Plan whereby congregants paid Temple dues
equaling 2% of their income. Manny Rosenthal
endorsed the plan and introduced it at Beth-El during
his 1963 presidency. “Each member shall by self-evaluation of his own circumstances and ability to pay determine the amount of his dues,” said a letter describing
the progressive dues system. “The amount, of course,
shall be kept confidential.” The dues schedule mailed to
members suggested that families in the highest bracket,
earning $55,000 to $65,000 annually, pay $1,200 a
year. Those earning less than $8,000, the lowest level
listed, were asked to make a $175 “commitment.”
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From its inception, the
Fair Share Plan met with resistance. “People didn’t like the
idea of somebody dictating what
they should pay,” Baum recalled.
“When you put yourself in a
bracket, you announced to the
world what your income was.
There’s a limit to how intrusive
the congregation can be.”
Ira Hollander
Some members rationalized that
they rarely
utilized the
Temple, so why pay as great a percentage as others? Proponents of
Fair Share countered that those who
could afford to pay the most should
do so. In that way, the synagogue
would be available whenever they
or any coreligionist needed its facilities for a funeral, a wedding, religious camaraderie, or introspection. Michael Ross
1997–1999
A Temple cannot operate like a
business on the principles of supply
and demand. It operates regardless
of supply and demand.
The effort to implement the Fair Share Plan dissipated within a decade. The congregation gradually
returned to a basic dues policy, encouraging members
who could afford more, to give more and those who
could not, to schedule a private meeting with a board
representative. The congregation had learned over time
that being hard-nosed about dues was self-defeating.

New Financial Strategies
Keeping inflation and recession from shortcircuiting the budget remained an ongoing
challenge. The congregation’s first attempt
to accumulate permanent funds through an
endowment began at the 1965 annual
meeting. Ted Mack proposed, and the congregation approved, creation of a perpetual
endowment fund to cover maintenance
costs at Emanuel Hebrew Rest, the pioneer
cemetery. In 1970, President David
Samson learned that the late Mary
Potishman Lard had left Beth-El a
$5,000 bequest. Instead of automatically depositing the sum in the operating account, Samson proposed starting
a second endowment. That idea
became a reality in 1972 when, during
Sam Rosen’s presidency, the congregation established a cultural endowment.
From this second endowment sprang
an annual scholar-in-residence program that has brought to Beth-El such
notable guests as Nobel Peace Prize
winner Ellie Wiesel and entertainer
Theodore Bikel. Endowment money
also blossomed to assist with operating and
maintenance costs.
Other special funds assist with
youth scholarships, prayer
books, and library
book purchases.
Some restricted
funds are pooled
for investment
purposes, with
interest income
helping the board
meet expenses in
Judie B. Greenman
various areas.
Also, a budget
and finance committee relieves the
full board from
the dollars-andcents discussions
that once dominated its monthly
meetings.

Maddie Lesnick
President Elect 2002
Photos of presidents courtesy of the families

Beth-El’s latest financial challenge
occurred in January 2002. A drop in the
stock market in the wake of the September
11 attacks on the World Trade Center led to
a projected budget deficit. President Ira
Hollander and his board launched a fundraising appeal, by telephone and letter,
raising 80% of the shortfall. Once again, a
large cross section of the congregation
came through with donations great and
small. The lessons and experience of a century show that Beth-El’s members, new and
old, care enough to contribute time and
money in good times and bad times. Prayer
may not pay the bills, but having a place to
pray in good times and bad times remains
motivation to keep Beth-El financially
sound and viable.
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